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IMPACT OF SOLAR CALIBRATION ON TELEMETRY SYSTEM
TESTING AND CHECKOUT

MR. WILLIAM S. CRANE and MR. ROBERT B. PICKETT
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary    The advent of solar calibration techniques has resulted in a drim--tic
reduction in the time required to conduct telemetry antenna system measurements. Solar
calibration provides a rapid, simple and accurate means of determining antenna system
performance in the field environment. A program of solar calibration was instituted two
years ago at the SAMTEC Western Test Range (WTR) as a basis for calibration,.trouble
shooting, operational planning and determining premission “Go/No-go” status. Solar
testing has assisted the site personnel in decreasing the time required for system
performance tests, preventative maintenance, premission checkout and trouble isolation.
The results obtained are more accurate than the laboratory or antenna field measurements
for the determination of either gain or system noise temperature independently. In most
cases, measurements provide absolute values within ±1 db accuracy. The Figure of Merit
(M = G/Ts) is now a required data item for some missions and is requested by the range
user to assist in his data evaluation.

Introduction    Since the introduction of solar techniques for the testing of telemetry
antenna systems by Mr. W. H. Hedeman in 1968 (Reference 2), widespread use of the
technique has resulted. What may have begun as a laboratory type of measurement has
been converted into a set of procedures that are performed by site technicians in a rapid
manner. These procedures produce accurate and instantly useful results. The techniques
detailed by R. B. Pickett (References 3 and 4), have resulted in a set of operating
procedures which are used at the SAMTEC antenna sites. These procedures were
required because of the wide variation of antenna types, sizes, noise temperatures and
calibration configurations encountered. The implementation of these procedures has
changed the methods of antenna system maintenance and testing previously used and
provides additional benefits for operations planning, engineering and analysis personnel.

Test Methods and Results    Depending upon the configuration of the antenna system,
either the signal generator (directional coupler) linear receiver, calibrate cable or
attenuator method (Reference 4) is used to measure Figure of Merit, M', defined as:



Where:

G = Receiving system antenna power gain, referenced to the antenna feed.

Ts = System noise temperature, referenced to the antenna feed.

All of the SAMTEC procedures employ the Figure of Merit (M’) instead of Ts as
specified in the current edition of RCC Telemetry Working Group (TWG) Document
118-71, “Test Methods for Telemetry System and Sub-system.” For the computations
employed by the range for operational use, the M’ term is more universal and
convenient.

The TWG document is being modified to include this measurement and techniques used
by SAMTEC. R. E. Taylor (Reference 1) has demonstrated that, when using the G/Ts ,
measurements can be made within ±0.5 db (lF). This compares with laboratory
capabilities for measuring G in an antenna field, or Ts of the preamp alone on the bench.

Test results have been gathered from, the SAMTEC and other support ranges for the past
12-15 months and are summarized in Table I. Mean Figure of Merit values are grouped
by antenna system and by frequency. The values for M' at each 10 MHz frequency band
represent a mean value for all of the tests run in that frequency band during the sampling
period. The standard deviation and the number of samples are also included. In many of
the cases, the standard deviation is above 0.5 db. This indicates that either higher
deviations are found in the field test environment or that the system parameters fluctuate
due to such things as environment, basic design or component characteristics, etc.
However, in most cases the mean values are below 1.0 db. Therefore, field personnel are
quickly alerted if system degradations of 1 db or more occur.

Table II illustrates Figure of Merit values measured in 5 MHz increments between 2200
and 2300 MHz. These measurements are done quarterly and illustrate that Figure of
Merit values, even on properly operating systems, do fluctuate significantly across the
band. System adjustments can often be made to optimize the upper or lower portion of
the band.

Figure 1 shows representative data over a 10-month period for 8-foot and 24-foot
antenna systems. These measurements are a mean of all the tests in the 10 MHz
frequency band indicated and show the variations due to time, weather, measurement
errors, etc.

Planning    G/Ts measurement results are available to range users in the SAMTEC SPAR
(Reference 5). The availability of accurate G/Ts data results in more accurate link
calculations for new and existing programs. For example, potential or new range users



might use the typical performance figures for the receiving system where the link
margins are the lowest to pick a frequency which optimizes M'.

Estimates of support capability can be forecast for any new program requirements.
Comparison of the support capabilities at two different systems can be accurately
determined. As an example of the flexibility which results from having accurate system
data available, consider the following case. SAMTEC personnel determined that an
antenna at a remote receive/record site had a Figure of Merit which was 6 db larger than
the system being used for support. Based upon the improved M', receivers were moved
to the remote site to take advantage of the possible 6 db S/N improvement provided by
the higher M'.

Data quality was thereby increased to useable levels.

Premission Checkouts    As an integral part of the premission station setup and
calibration, solar calibrations are made for all launch operations which operate in the
2200-2300 MHz band. In the event the test is scheduled after sun down, the solar
calibration is performed at some time within 24 hours of the mission. For night
operations, a technique similar to the “alpha” technique described by Dr. W. H. Hedeman
(Reference 2) is implemented. This procedure provides for the measurement of the 0 db
S/N input level immediately after a successful solar calibration. The 0 db S/N input level
point is checked immediately prior to the night operation and compared with the level
obtained after the solar calibration. If the two levels compare closely (i.e., 0.5 db), it is
assumed that the Figure of Merit has remained constant. (This technique will not detect
failures in the antenna dish or feed assembly. This type of failure, however, is typically a
slow degradation and not of the catastrophic variety.)

The test results from all of the SAMTEC sites are transmitted to the Operations Control
Center (OCC) at Vandenberg AFB prior to the operation. This data is made available to
range user personnel before the final count begins. If the Figure of Merit is below the
expected value published in the SPAR (Reference 5), the user has the option at that time
to make a decision as to whether or not the site configuration will provide the required
support.

During daylight hours, site personnel are able to quickly verify antenna system
performance without changing the operational configuration. This provides a rapid
means of fault isolation which was not previously available. In the same manner, the
0 db S/N reference level can be utilized when the sun is not in view.

The stellar calibration techniques as outlined by R. E. Taylor (Reference 6) are not
generally adaptable to most of the SAMTEC sites. Due to the antenna configuration, the
power change between the stellar source and the “cold sky” is so small as to be virtually



impossible to discern. Only one or two sites can measure power differences greater than
0.4 db. Since stellar calibration procedures could not apply universally to all sites, the
stellar techniques have not been used on a regular basis.

System Maintenance    Preventative maintenance philosophy has changed with regard
to the antenna system front end. In the past the paramps were removed periodically and
benchchecked for proper adjustment. This task was time consuming and added additional
risk in the handling required to remove paramps from the antenna structure. Cables then
had to be resealed and retested, etc. Current philosophy provides for the continuous
monitoring of the solar calibration data for any signs of system degradation; and, if
needed, the paramps are adjusted in place or removed for service. The amount of
handling is substantially reduced. One further advantage is that adjustments may be
made without removing the entire unit from the structure which optimize the system in
the critical portion of the spectrum. Overall system degradation can be continuously
monitored resulting in the elimination of unnecessary removal of subsystems.

Fine focusing of the antenna feed has also been accomplished by maxindzing the Figure
of Merit by feed adjustments.

Trouble Shoot    Solar calibration has proved effective in detecting system problems,
particularly in the antenna feed and connecting cables. In one instance, a Figure of Merit
for a 40-foot system was determined to be 6 db rather than the normal of 15 to 20 db
expected. The problem was traced to an improperly operating rotary joint, which had
previously gone undetected, as test signals were being injected after the rotary joint.

In another instance condensation in the feed cables slowly degraded performance of a
24-foot system, except after monthly preventive maintenance when the cables were
removed and dried. Now, however, cables are replaced whenever the Figure of Merit
drops below 13 db; and data is being gathered to justify pressurized lines based on a cost
savings criteria.

Similar instances are common on the various ranges.

Conclusion    Solar testing has provided a means to rapidly obtain a valid measurement,
of telemetry receiving system performance capability. The measurement benefits site
personnel, engineers and planners alike. The technique is now in use at SAMTEC
(WTR), Pacific Missile Range (PMR), Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR), Satellite
Control Facilities (SCF), and other operational ranges throughout the world. We are all
indebted to Dr. Walter Hedeman for urging us to adopt this technique.
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Table I

MEAN FIGURE OF MERIT VALUES OVER 18-MONTH PERIOD



Table II

TYPICAL FIGURES OF MERIT VALUES
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